
INTRODUCTION: SCHEMATICS

The history of science is riddled with chance discoveries, discoveries that link science 
and art in a common irrationality.1

Douglas M. Davis, 1968

Imagine you have a long, thin piece of plastic string. Now attach this spaghetti- 

like strand to a small electric motor. Then, wire this motor to an Ethernet cable so 

that whenever digital packets of information— an email, a music download— stream 

through the cable, the motor gives a tiny tug and makes the string twitch.

This was Live Wire, created by Natalie Jeremijenko in 1995 when the internet and 

the World Wide Web were still unexplored realms for most people.2 For years, Live 

Wire was displayed in the corner of a busy hallway at Xerox’s Palo Alto Research 

Center just off Stanford University’s sprawling campus. When local network traffic 

was low, Live Wire remained relatively calm. But when the data flow surged from a 

trickle to a torrent, the eight- foot- long plastic string literally hummed and whirled 

with activity. A practical and tangible marker of the disembodied data streaming 

through cyberspace, Jeremijenko’s creation could capture someone’s attention or 

just as easily pass unnoticed. Unlike frenetic, real- time displays of network traffic, 

Live Wire was “calm technology,” an artwork- as- instrument that provided useful 

information to people in the offices around it without being too obtrusive.3

Jeremijenko built Live Wire as both application and art. She, likewise, a hybrid, 

studying physics, chemistry, and fine arts in Australia before moving to the San 
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2 INTRODUCTION

Francisco Bay Area and consulting for Xerox’s “ubiquitous computing” initiative.4 

Jeremijenko later combined graduate training in design and engineering at Stan-

ford with fellowships at the Exploratorium— an innovative science museum in San 

Francisco— and other such places. After getting her PhD in computer science and 

electrical engineering at the University of Queensland, she secured a tenured posi-

tion at New York University where she built an international reputation as a self- 

described “thingker” who capably combined art and engineering.5

Writers’ descriptions of Jeremijenko were as vague as her professional credentials 

were varied. In 2006, Salon labeled her an “artist as mad scientist.”6 Five years later, 

an engineering education publication reversed course and christened Jeremijenko 

a “scientist as mad artist.”7 Another magazine eschewed the trope of insanity alto-

gether and called her an “engineer for the avant- garde,” but then confused matters 

by noting, “it’s art, all right. But is it engineering?”8 Further categorical complica-

tions and a little feather ruffling ensued when Jeremijenko told the New York Times 

that the art world was a “prissy little thing over in the corner, while the major 

cultural forces” that really shaped people’s everyday experiences were “being deter-

mined by technoscience.”9

Artwork as opposed to instrument or experiment? Engineer versus artist? Even 

today, we often see these as two different cultures separated by impervious walls. 

But some fifty years ago, the borders between technology and art, long imagined as 

solid, began to be breached, even if they have not yet melted entirely melted into 

air. New collaborative communities of engineers, scientists, and artists, fragile at first 

but eventually durable enough to take root in universities, museums, and companies 

worldwide, emerged. This transformation’s history spills beyond the frame of art and 

technology, providing color and depth to our picture of the era’s broader economic 

and social contexts.

***

Six decades ago, the professional boundaries between engineer and artist— their com-

munities, activities, institutions, skills, and shared interests— seemed much more 

unyielding than they are today. Hadn’t Charles Percy (C. P.) Snow, the British chem-

ist turned government advisor and novelist, famously generalized that Great Brit-

ain’s intellectuals and political leaders were conversant with the arts and humanities 

but remained willfully ignorant about technology and science? Even worse, as Snow 

claimed in 1959, the gaps between humanists and scientists— or, as labeled more 
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recently, between “fuzzies” and “techies”— had dangerously widened to the point 

of mistrust and incomprehension.10 Although Snow aimed his critiques primarily at 

humanists and scientists, his categories expanded to include artists and engineers.

Today, “bridging the two cultures” is, at best, a synecdoche for some form of 

interdisciplinarity. At worst, it’s a cliché overused by academic administrators and 

business leaders. More valuable when viewed in its historical context than for its 

analytical heft, Snow’s claims retained rhetorical punch well into the 1960s. Once 

removed from its original British setting, “two cultures” became a phrase in the 

United States that helped generate research funds, launch government- funded stud-

ies of creativity, and provoke calls to revise university curricula. Art- and- technology 

advocates imagined their intervention could help solve the “two cultures problem,” 

or at least lessen the animus. Viewed by some as too important to be left just to art-

ists, making art was something to which engineers and scientists could and should 

contribute. Advocates claimed collaborative experiments, which allowed artists to 

explore new aesthetic possibilities that technologies such as lasers, microprocessors, 

and computers afforded, could electrify artworks while rewiring the work of making 

art itself. These activities, they argued, could simultaneously rehabilitate the public’s 

increasingly negative view of technology and its presumed masters: engineers.

Throughout the 1960s and up to today, artists and engineers engaged in “hybrid 

practices” that wired the realms of art, technology, and science together and gener-

ated a new creative culture.11 Their collaborations, some fleeting and others long- 

lived, often produced thoughtful, aesthetically sophisticated, and visually arresting 

works of art. It also sometimes sparked new companies, patents, and commercial 

innovations. Divergent in their interests and professional knowledge, engineers and 

artists learned to speak one another’s languages, though at times imperfectly. By 

working as partners— even if the arrangements were occasionally unequal— artists 

and engineers came to appreciate and sometimes even adopt each other’s approaches 

to experimentation. I aim to explore the diverse strategies they adopted to build a 

new kind of creative sensibility.

***

Well before the 1960s, artists had sporadically mingled with engineers and scientists. 

Artists, of course, relied on a range of tools while also experimenting with new tech-

nologies as they became both available and accessible (the former does not entail 

the latter). Artists’ embrace of photography in the mid- nineteenth century— a time 
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when the word “technology” meant the study of the so- called practical arts, and 

not the products themselves— suggests how divides between art and technology are 

themselves historical constructs. Technology also offered potent subject matter as 

artists such as George Inness and Charles Sheeler recorded, in very different ways, 

the landscapes of American industry. Sometimes artworks critiqued modern technol-

ogy’s status and power. Diego Rivera’s famous Detroit Industry Murals, made during 

the Great Depression, portrayed workers at Ford Motor plants along with the trans-

formative power of science- based research. Thirty years later, Ed Kienholz used flash-

ing lights, a telephone handset, and complicated- looking dials to make The Friendly 

Grey Computer resemble some sort of computing thing. But Kienholz constructed it 

in the approachable shape of a traditional rocking chair (and included what appear 

to be a child’s feet, poking outward).

Technology itself stimulated both artists and artistic movements. In 1909, the 

Italian poet Filippo Tommaso Marinetti launched the futurist movement with a 

manifesto published in Le Figaro. Although the futurists glorified the speed and vio-

lence of automobiles and airplanes, they saw technology more as an aesthetic ideal 

and did not seek out collaborations with engineers. A decade later, Vladimir Tatlin, 

working in Russia under completely different political circumstances, articulated an 

artistic philosophy that informed the constructivist movement. He envisioned the 

liberation of modern materials and industrial techniques from the realm of factories 

to be used by artists. Like the futurists, Tatlin admired machine aesthetics, yet he 

imagined making art that served the state. For instance, after the Russian Revolu-

tion, Tatlin revealed his model for a Monument to the Third International. Designed 

as an amalgam of steel, glass, and revolutionary sentiment, the completed monu-

ment would have combined sculpture and architecture with mechanical movement 

and the projection of propaganda via electronic media. Intended to surpass the 

Eiffel Tower but never realized, building Tatlin’s Monument would certainly have 

demanded engineers’ expertise. In fact, when Tatlin exhibited a twenty- foot- tall 

model of Monument in 1920, the red banner suspended above it commanded, “Engi-

neers, create new forms.” Despite high- minded aspirations, productive partnerships 

between artists and engineers did not emerge as a feature of the constructivist move-

ment or Soviet industry.12

After the chaos of World War I, German artists and architects considered how 

artists might productively work with manufacturers to foster social reform. The Bau-

haus, started in 1919 by architect Walter Gropius, sought to fuse art with industrial-

ization by integrating aesthetics and functionality into design and architecture. In 
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his founding manifesto, Gropius stated his wish to end artists’ exile from the worlds 

of craft and industry by conjoining the fine and applied arts. Four years later, when 

Bauhaus members organized their first public exhibition, Gropius spoke of a new 

unity that could arise between art and technology when artists designed attractive 

yet functional objects for the masses. The aspiration to join artists with industry 

ended, however, when the Nazis seized power and Bauhaus members dispersed to 

more hospitable nations.

Merging art with technology wasn’t confined to manifestos and pretensions to 

spark social change. For example, shortly after World War I ended, Thomas Wil-

fred, a Danish- born artist living in New York City, built his first clavilux.13 The name 

comes from Latin for “light played by key.” Industrial technology of the 1920s 

helped Wilfred create an increasingly complex and sophisticated array of devices 

that could project a nearly infinite variety of colored, gently moving light composi-

tions to large audiences. Wilfred’s lumia reflected developments in modern science, 

especially visual imagery from astronomy and space exploration. (Similar topics fas-

cinated Marcel Duchamp, who was making his famous piece, The Large Glass, also 

known as The Bride Stripped Bare by Her Bachelors, Even, at about the same time Wil-

fred was building his lumia.)14 Favorable reviews and commercial interest in clavilux- 

like devices for the home followed. After World War II, Wilfred faded from public 

attention— the new technology of television was a factor— even as several of his 

large- scale programmed lumia compositions were displayed in museum galleries and 

corporate lobbies. Before Wilfred passed away in 1968, art writers had rediscovered 

him, situating him as an early pioneer who melded art with electrical technology.

Ambitious and innovative as these efforts were, this early activity failed to estab-

lish sustained engagements between engineers and artists nor did the artists’ com-

munity manage to obtain sufficient patronage from industry or museums. In the 

1960s, however, the situation started to change. This time, the impetus came from 

a multitude of directions as artists, engineers, corporations, universities, publishers, 

and museums each sought, in their own ways, to splice and solder art and tech-

nology together. This plurality of strategies created new technological communities 

with both engineers and artists as members.

I have deliberately chosen the word “community.” It provides my basic unit of 

analysis, to use a historian’s jargon, for several reasons. Where an art movement 

represents aesthetic tendencies— think of modernism’s preference for clean lines, 

rational design, and geometric shapes— a community is less stylistic than it is socio-

logical. Larger than a lab group or artists’ collective, but smaller than a professional 
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society or academic discipline, technological communities have a fluid, interdisci-

plinary membership that changes over time. Such communities coalesce with vary-

ing degrees of formality around particular projects, research questions, or scientific 

instruments, maintain their cohesion for a time, and then, as often as not, dissipate. 

Community members bring their own specific sets of skills and knowledge, such 

that the whole is greater than the sum of the parts.15 Finally, “community” implies 

a sense of collective action as well as inclusivity and belonging (and sometimes, 

of course, ostracism and withdrawal). For many participants in art- and- technology 

activities, their involvement was personal as well as professional.

In the 1960s, the art- and- technology movement that took form at multiple 

sites around the world existed in the shadow of that era’s other more visible social 

crusades— those addressing civil rights, the Vietnam War, and the environment— 

but it shared some similar concerns and goals. It differed, however, from earlier 

examples of interest in art and technology in several key ways. At a time when the 

technologies of mass media themselves were changing, public interest and critics’ 

attention were amplified by dozens of well- publicized museum exhibitions and gal-

lery shows. Hundreds of books and articles— from cultural arbiters in New York to 

flash- in- the- pan newsletters and underground zines— reported on and critiqued the 

new nexus of art and technology, even as high- profile public relations efforts pro-

moted it. At the same time, artists increasingly began to work outside the “sanctity 

of the isolated studio.”16 In the 1960s, art became an extension of big business as 

artists— like engineers— acted not just as creators but as managers of technological 

processes. Generous financial support from Fortune 500 firms and major cultural 

institutions helped sustain and enlarge (sometimes to impracticable degrees) this 

first wave of art and technology. Meanwhile, some corporate managers, informed 

by psychological concepts, such as Abraham Maslow’s “hierarchy of human needs,” 

sought new ways to encourage self- fulfillment among their employees.17 For the 

engineers intrigued by such ideas, one path to this was partnerships with artists.

But, more than anything, the desire shared by engineers and artists to collabo-

rate distinguished this first wave of art and technology.18 Sometimes these partner-

ships were between individuals. In other cases, they involved hundreds of people 

supported by multimillion- dollar budgets. Compared to pre- 1945 examples of art 

and technology, these alliances coalesced as the result of both top- down initiatives 

and grassroots- level organizing. In these new social spaces, engineers and artists, as 

members of professional communities that each changed in profound ways during 

the 1960s, partnered to make art and also produce a new, hybrid form of creative 
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culture. I should note, given the indiscriminate deployment of the word “creative” 

by today’s life coaches and thought leaders, I suggest something closer to its original 

meaning: from the Latin, creare, to bring forth something new.19 The people in this 

book all derived significant satisfaction from making novel and aesthetically pleas-

ing things.

The reasons why engineers and artists wanted to collaborate were complex, per-

sonal, and varied. For many artists, it was partly a desire to work with new and often 

unavailable technologies. Added to this was a sense of crisis about the relevance 

of commodifiable, object- oriented art made using traditional media in a rapidly 

changing art world. For engineers— who were facing mounting attacks about their 

complicity in the arms race, environmental destruction, and other global ills— the 

art- and- technology movement presented an opportunity to humanize technology 

and redefine their profession, if only on a personal level.20 The fallout from these 

art- technology alliances also had the potential to benefit engineers’ employers in 

the form of commercial products and intellectual property, while simultaneously 

expanding artists’ aesthetic visions and opportunities. The point of collaborations, 

after all, is for people to create something together that otherwise could not be done 

alone.

Engaging with engineers opened new creative possibilities for artists. Electrifying 

the work of art meant experimenting with lasers, digital computers, video devices, 

miniaturized electronics, and new multimedia environments, technologies all 

developed during a tumultuous time that saw both the Apollo moon landings and 

the Vietnam War’s escalation. And, like engineers, artists’ professional world was 

changing in significant ways. The emergence of new patrons and cultural brokers 

coincided with shifting sensibilities about professional identity and methods of art 

making that went beyond questions of style alone. Taken together, these differences 

separated 1960s- era artists from their predecessors just a few decades earlier.21

International in scope and diverse in methods (remarkably less so in gender and 

race), advocates of art and technology sometimes expressed broader ambitions that 

reached toward utopian- seeming ideals. Together, their activities constituted a social 

movement that was small in scale yet possessed grand ambitions. Collaborations 

between artists and engineers offered, proponents said, a “revolutionary contem-

porary sociological process” that might “benefit society as a whole.”22 Advocates 

for the art- and- technology movement saw their activities transcending the making 

of art solely for the market, the gallery, or critics’ appreciation. Their stated interest 

in exploring process, not making products, comported with broader ways in which 
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artists were redefining the nature of art via minimalism, conceptualism, land art, 

and other 1960s- era trends. As artist Robert Rauschenberg saw it, spectators who 

came to art- and- technology shows should be encouraged to watch the setup of tech-

nical equipment as much as they would artists’ performances. “They should under-

stand,” he said, “that we’re involved in a process and not in presenting finished  

products.”23

These alliances between artists and technologists can be understood as experi-

ments in creativity, sociology, and even patronage, which could expand the artists’ 

community and integrate it with industry and university labs. Science experiments 

and engineering designs often yield results that are imperfect yet still instructive. 

Advocates saw art- and- technology collaborations as an experiment with how peo-

ple might engage with technology in a more positive manner while negotiating 

C. P. Snow’s cultural divides.24 Just as going out and haphazardly observing nature 

does not constitute a scientific experiment, simply expressing one’s emotional inner 

world on a canvas would no longer do. This new type of collaborative experimenta-

tion required rigor, planning, structure, and considerable resources, both technical 

as well as fiscal.

Many of the art critics, curators, and journalists who responded to the art- and- 

technology movement, however, stubbornly kept their gaze on the products of 

artist- engineer collaborations. Here, the view was evaluative, asking if and how an 

artist was significant or judging a collaboration in terms of aesthetic outcomes, how 

it fit within a stylistic movement, or whether it pushed boundaries of a particu-

lar medium. At the most fundamental level, the question was “Is it art?” I am not 

concerned with such adjudication. What interests me more is not the art objects 

themselves— fascinating as they often are— but rather the activities that brought 

them into existence. This book, in other words, is not evaluative, but explanatory 

and descriptive. By reading a diverse range of historical sources differently, I instead 

address the ways in which technologists and artists worked to span divides between 

their professional communities to make art and also to achieve other goals.

Advocates for closer alignments between art, technology, and science adopted a 

range of strategies to achieve their ambitions. In Paris, American- born rocket engi-

neer Frank J. Malina initially approached the task by becoming a professional art-

ist. After some experiments in traditional media, he soon gravitated toward making 

works (like Wilfred, with whom he was often compared) that incorporated motion 

and electric lights. Working alone, or sometimes with a small cohort of assistants, 

Malina made scores of “electro- kinetic” paintings and became one of the leading 
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figures of the midcentury kinetic art movement. Then, in 1968, he abruptly changed 

course and launched a new international journal called, appropriately enough, Leo-

nardo. Malina explicitly fashioned Leonardo into a venue where artists and scientists 

could report on their art experiments, describe new techniques, and explore the 

nature of visual perception.

While Malina, the archetypal professional hybrid, was making art and prepar-

ing to launch his publishing experiment, Gyorgy Kepes, a Hungarian- born artist 

and educator, oversaw the dedication of the Center for Advanced Visual Studies 

(CAVS) at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology.25 Kepes had advocated for such 

a center for years, imagining it as a place where artists, engineers, and scientists 

could reconcile the values and goals of their professional communities. The artists 

he selected to be fellows at CAVS would help integrate the visual arts into MIT’s cur-

riculum, creating a new generation of technologists familiar with both sides of the 

two cultures. In an era anxious over the missile gap between superpowers, efforts like 

CAVS can be seen as an attempt to address cultural gaps in the education of scientists 

and engineers.

Meanwhile, Johan Wilhelm “Billy” Klüver, a Swedish engineer employed at Bell 

Labs, was exploring ways to directly connect engineers with artists. At first, like 

Malina, he started at the personal level, writing essays for art catalogs, helping orga-

nize exhibitions, and partnering one- on- one with prominent artists. However, he 

soon pursued a strategy based on large- scale collaborations and expensive projects. 

In 1966, he helped establish Experiments in Art and Technology (E.A.T.), a New 

York- based group that aimed to link technological means with artistic ends to fulfill 

bigger social aspirations. The organization’s large- scale approach mirrored the style 

of Cold War- era “Big Science” projects, making E.A.T. highly visible, sometimes suc-

cessful, and— given critics’ visceral reactions— often controversial.

The same year E.A.T. switched on its art- and- technology network, Maurice Tuch-

man, a brash new curator at the Los Angeles County Museum of Art, proposed to 

put his city on the cultural map. Enticed by the wealth of technological opportuni-

ties found in Southern California, Tuchman embarked on an ambitious and lavishly 

supported program that encouraged the region’s high- tech corporations to support 

art. For five years, Tuchman shepherded an unruly ensemble of artists, engineers, 

and company managers for his Art and Technology Program, the result of which was 

a notorious 1971 exhibition.

These new art- and- technology projects (and others like them) burst forth in 

the 1960s from corporate laboratories, artists’ lofts, publishing houses, museum 
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galleries, and university campuses. Bolstered by generous media attention and cor-

porate patronage, the desire to meld two seemingly disparate yet creative cultures 

was especially prominent in the United States. But fusing engineering with art was 

not solely an American project. Diverse projects, communities, and exhibitions 

appeared in the United Kingdom, Europe, Japan, and elsewhere. Taken together, 

these efforts reshaped public perceptions of both technology and art. This was no 

slow burn but an aesthetic explosion catalyzed by money, media exposure, and the 

creative energies of engineers and artists alike. For some participants, it was a short, 

tumultuous affair. For others, these interactions left indelible marks on the rest of 

their professional lives.

Then, after barely a decade of highly visible and expensive efforts, this wave of 

art- and- technology activity retreated. Although this turned out to be only a tempo-

rary ebb, art writers judged these attempts to meld art with high technology a failure.  

Critics attacked interdisciplinary partnerships as an aesthetic disappointment that 

had somehow polluted the art world. (Of course, such judgments erred wildly in pre-

suming that art had ever been free from such corruption in the first place.) Similarly 

they castigated artists as amoral opportunists for collaborating with the stewards 

of the Cold War military- industrial complex. Meanwhile, the economic downturns 

of the early 1970s quashed the willingness of corporate managers and engineers 

to risk engaging with artists. By the mid- 1970s, the art- and- technology movement 

appeared as out of vogue as moon landings, supersonic aircraft, and other techno- 

utopian projects launched in the mid- 1960s.

Nonetheless, collaborations between artists, engineers, and scientists created an 

ad hoc but durable infrastructure that helped support future art- and- technology 

activities. It also established a model for a new creative culture based less on Snow’s 

bifurcated categories. Even as partnerships and formal organizations slipped into 

hibernation or dissolved, university programs, publications, and personal interests 

aided the emergence of subsequent waves of what art writers and museum curators 

started calling “digital art” or “new media art.”26 By the 1990s, artists could access 

and experiment with cutting- edge technologies much more easily than their 1960s- 

era counterparts. But unlike earlier partnerships, which relied on technologies devel-

oped for the Cold War by military- industrial institutions, more recent engagements 

with technology often originate from today’s information- entertainment com-

plex as prominent companies such as Microsoft, Facebook, and Apple have helped 

support the work of hybrid artist- technologists.27 As a result, many of the older 

divides between engineers and artists now seem less abyssal as new professional, 
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technoaesthetic communities have begun to coalesce around the continued fusion 

of art and technology.

***

Technology and science are central to understanding the larger historical contours of 

what scholars have come to call the “long 1960s.”28 In this tumultuous time period, 

bookended roughly by Sputnik’s launch in 1957 and the final Apollo moon landing 

in 1972, engineers and scientists helped produce the foundations of today’s techno-

modernity: the personal computer, modern electronics, communications satellites, 

the internet, biotechnology, to name just a few examples.29 Artists partnered with 

engineers even as the race for outer space and its older sibling, the nuclear arms race, 

influenced geopolitics and popular perceptions of technology. Electronic technolo-

gies and electrical engineers were especially critical for the aesthetic experiments car-

ried out during this first wave of art and technology. During the 1960s, modern art 

literally became electric— wired, connected, soldered, and interfaced to computers, 

circuits, and cybernetic concepts.

This was also the same time in which, according to sociologists such as Daniel 

Bell, Western capitalism absorbed and appropriated the radicalism of the avant- garde 

arts scene. In The End of Ideology, first published in 1960, Bell argued that artists’ cre-

ativity was now a potent ingredient for corporate research and development.30 As 

engineers and artists collaborated, parallels began to emerge between artists’ inven-

tiveness and engineers’ approach to creating new technological products.31 As com-

panies and economies were boosted by the extraordinary prosperity that marked 

much of the 1960s, Bell and other scholars predicted that engineers stood on the 

precipice of an eventual postindustrial society when skills for managing an expand-

ing knowledge economy would take precedence over the traditional manufacturing 

of things.32 Process would, the argument went, take precedent over products.

With the Ages of Apollo and Aquarius merging, engineers had a central role as 

builders and maintainers of complex technological systems that sprawled across the 

planet. Well- trained, firmly middle- class, and often white, male, and politically con-

servative, they were among the most plentiful of white- collar workers in Cold War 

America. In the United States and Europe, engineers were tenders of modern capital-

ism, providing technological prowess that made the conveniences of modern life 

possible. But, like artists, engineers were also experiencing profound professional 

changes while also seeking to demonstrate their relevance to society.
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The vital importance of technology in this era presents us with a puzzle when 

it comes to historical studies of the art made during the 1960s. If one were to leaf 

through the glossy pages of art history surveys and textbooks (a slow- changing and 

conservative measure, to be sure), it’s almost a foregone conclusion that there will 

be few if any mentions of the 1960s- era art- and- technology movement. Indeed, it’s 

quite possible to find little to no discussion of technology at all.33 In these narratives, 

engineers and scientists are invisible. This lack of attention is puzzling as several  

artists who populate the canon of modern art history— Rauschenberg, Cage, Du-

champ, Warhol, Lichtenstein, Serra, Johns, and many more— worked with engineers 

at some point. But their experimentation with technology often appears camou-

flaged in favor of more familiar accomplishments. For the relatively small group 

of art historians who have considered the art- and- technology movement, their at-

tention, unsurprisingly, has largely been on participating artists. This obscures key 

actors and communities— seemingly mundane engineers and scientists, corporate 

managers, benefactors, and publishers— to the extent that, until now, a larger and 

richer story, one that is about technology as well as art, has remained elusive.

One explanation for the absence of technology from most art- oriented histories 

stems from the prevailing but mistaken belief that a vast majority of Americans and 

Europeans in the 1960s rejected science and technology en masse. So perhaps it’s 

expected that we would imagine the era’s artists to have been likewise opposed. But 

such an assessment obscures the enthusiasm that many people had for certain kinds 

of technology, even as they rejected the missiles and mainframes of the Cold War 

era.34 It was a time of moonwalks as much as Woodstock, after all.

Likewise, historians of modern science and technology have often focused their 

attention on the expensive, large- scale experiments and the effects of military 

patronage on knowledge production.35 As a result, art and artists remain a relatively 

unexplored topic. Noting these absences of engagement is not meant as a criticism 

of scholars from either discipline. Rather it’s an observation made in the hope of 

finding more common points of interest between two groups of scholars who often 

work in isolation from one another. I want to explain the recurring waves of interest 

and enthusiasm by drawing on ideas, scholarship, and research materials from art 

history and the histories of science and technology. I do this in three ways.

First, I shift focus by giving more attention to artists’ underrecognized partners 

in collaboration: engineers and scientists. Despite their professional credentials 

and expertise, most contemporary observers relegated engineers to what historian 

Steven Shapin has called “invisible technicians.”36 This originally referred to the 
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highly skilled craftsmen of the early modern period who helped perform key scien-

tific experiments yet were later erased from histories of science that privileged their 

employers. Likewise, in his classic sociological study Art Worlds, Howard Becker sur-

veyed the oft ignored people— paint makers, insurers, studio assistants, curators— 

who performed the mundane yet necessary labor that kept the art world working.37 

My understanding of the art world is similarly broad, encompassing more than just 

the upper echelons of artist stars, celebrity curators, and influential critics.

My aim is to help recover narratives that are more diverse than canonical art 

histories might suggest by restoring the technologists, who were central to the era’s 

collaborations, to the foreground.38 This approach helps recapture the experiences of 

technical experts who contributed time, skills, and, in some cases, aesthetic advice 

to their artist colleagues. So, in a sense, I’m reading this particular slice of modern 

art’s history against the grain. During the time period covered in this book, the cre-

ative process of making artwork transformed. At the same time, the artworks that 

engineers and artists jointly produced performed a type of work as well, broadcast-

ing a signal that the two communities had interests that imbricated and intersected. 

Reflecting the historical actors’ larger interest in the process of making technology- 

based art, this becomes an account grounded in gerunds: organizing, writing, pub-

lishing, strategizing, funding, programming, wiring, soldering, exhibiting, and 

critiquing.

Second— again moving against the grain— this book questions the verdict imposed 

(at the time and sometimes retrospectively) that the art- and- technology movement 

of the 1960s was a failure. Instead, its ideals and ambitions provided a valuable 

institutional base for the university and corporate programs that followed. More-

over, even if a particular art- and- technology project didn’t fulfill all of its advocates’ 

ambitions, it’s important to recapture the enthusiasm, excitement, and uncertainty 

of what it was like at the time.

This history of what might seem an obscure, long- ago trend in the “prissy” world 

of artists and curators remains relevant today. Creative collaboration and interdisci-

plinarity, two goals of the art- and- technology movement, are prized and promoted 

by corporate leaders and college administrators today. Conferences, journals, and 

societies devoted to activities at the interfaces between art, science, and technology 

are again proliferating. Since 2010, national education leaders have lauded the value 

of adding arts and design to the traditional science, technology, engineering, and 

math framework (sometimes this is branded as “STEM to STEAM,” where the “A” 

refers to art, or, in other places, “SEAD” for science, engineering, art, and design). 
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These activities reflect aspirations expressed by art- and- technology advocates fifty 

years ago. This book, in other words, reveals the deep historical roots of these con-

temporary efforts. In fact, one of the threads running through my narrative is that 

the recurring waves of art and technology consistently reflect concerns about how 

engineering students should be educated and how the arts and humanities might 

contribute to their sense of social responsibility. For university educators, both fifty 

years ago and today, the question of how to humanize engineers remains a puzzle to 

be solved. And all of this debate, of course, reflects and responds to contemporary 

economic circumstances, from the unparalleled boom years of the long 1960s to the 

tumult caused by the Great Recession.

To be fair, art and technology was (and remains) just one small room in the 

expansive, quirky house called the art world. The results of art- and- technology col-

laborations inhabit their own niche here, found somewhere between the machine 

shop, the museum, and the market. In the spring of 2019, the big art news was that 

Rabbit, Jeff Koons’s three- foot- tall, shiny, stainless steel bauble, had sold at Christie’s 

Auction House for over $91 million, an auction house record. (By time you are hold-

ing this book, it’s quite probable that this marker of cost, if not of taste, will have 

been broken yet again.) Despite the role of technology in transforming economies, 

geopolitics, and cultural consumption, today’s digital and new media artworks sim-

ply do not command the attention of aesthetes and the affluent in the same manner 

as the sale of a David Hockney painting.

Finally, I see this book as an experiment of sorts in writing about the history of 

art and art making. It imports some perspectives and ideas from the histories of 

science and technology into a less familiar territory. This terrain has been surveyed 

and marked largely by academics and curators who write about modern art and 

new media. (As one can imagine, calling a particular media “new” while also writ-

ing about its history suggests something of a moving target.) Obviously, historians 

of science and technology know a good deal about topics such as creating research 

programs, evaluating the importance of experiments, and interpreting results as suc-

cesses or failures. One lesson these histories impart is that we should do more than 

focus only on the (lucky) few people who made important discoveries or developed 

important inventions. Although quite a few of them populate this book, my atten-

tion likewise is not given only to artists deemed famous today.

As this book engages with the comingling of art, technology, and science, my nar-

ratives address topics familiar to historians of technology and science. These include 

the enthusiasm for and reaction against large- scale research collaborations, the 
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prevailing political economy and institutional infrastructure that supported them, 

and the pursuit and effects of publicity and publishing on knowledge production. 

Engineers were essential participants in 1960s- era Big Science, and the same can be 

said for the Big Art spectacles of the same era. Art, to paraphrase Claude Lévi- Strauss, 

is good for historians to think with.

***

As this book addresses both art and technology— ludicrously broad topics even if one 

stays within the narrow confines of the past half century— something needs to be 

said about the examples I’ve chosen as well as some distinctions I’ve relied on. These 

break down to questions of signal, sampling, and static.

I have been drawn most strongly to formal efforts like Experiments in Art and 

Technology and Leonardo as opposed to the many one- on- one efforts that dot this 

period. I’ll borrow an electrical engineering term (“signal strength”) as justification. 

Compared to artists and those who write about them, engineers often appear as 

relatively silent actors in the larger historical record. Moreover, compared with sci-

entists, engineers are papyrophobic.39 That is to say, they are less inclined to record 

their recollections and activities on paper. Compared to scientists, far fewer engi-

neers write memoirs. But a strong signal from the many engineers who participated 

in the art- and- technology movement can be detected from the large, institution-

ally supported, well- publicized, and formal efforts. For example, the Getty Research 

Institute in Los Angeles has over 230 archival boxes and thousands of illustrations 

that collectively preserve the history of E.A.T. Among these hundreds of thousands 

of pages are letters and reports written by engineers who collaborated with artists. 

Well- documented efforts like these offer the best means of recovering signals— about 

engineers’ perspectives, motivations, and experiences— from the noise.

Writing about the history of anyone or anything necessarily involves sampling. 

Many artworks resulting from these collaborations are best described using a term 

from the era. When British artist Dick Higgins coined the word “intermedia” in 1965, 

he was referring to art that “seems to fall between media.” Intermedia art was under-

stood as a hybrid thing, cross- fertilizing and blurring boundaries between traditional 

arts like painting, sculpture, and dance while adding film images, electronic sounds, 

and other technologies.40 Higgins’s term suggested a coming era when traditional 

borders between artistic media as well as academic disciplines and professional com-

munities would shift and possibly be erased. The intermedia pieces engineers and 
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artists created were, in effect, multisensory, interactive, aesthetic environments that 

broke down barriers between high art and its popular, commercial counterparts and, 

quite often, directly involved the audience.41 However, my sampling means that not 

all media (electronic music, for example, presents its own fascinating but vast topic) 

receive as much attention as I have paid to arts that are primarily visual in nature.

Finally, there is the issue of static— what engineers colloquially call the distortions 

when radio or television transmissions became fuzzy or ambiguous. The metaphor of 

static can also be applied to overly categorical definitions of art, technology, and sci-

ence (and their practitioners). Journalists sometimes labeled people like Billy Klüver 

and Frank Malina as scientists who built things. In other cases, they appeared as 

engineers who did scientific research. The differences between science, engineering, 

and technology might seem to be just academic semantics. But they are indeed quite 

different sets of activities. The knowledge and skills required to do electrical engi-

neering are not the same as what a botanist or astrophysicist needs. And, although 

engineers and artists were understood as inhabiting two very different worlds, both 

communities based their professional success on how well they manipulated the 

physical world to make new things, something which often set them apart from 

scientists. As one scholar has framed it, scientists discover things whereas engineers 

(and artists) make things.42

Nonetheless, when it came to making comparisons and drawing boundaries in 

the 1960s, the established point of reference for art critics was typically the binary 

between art and science, not art and technology. Such conflations (and sometimes 

confusions) continue to persist today as art is paired interchangeably and randomly 

with both science and technology. One writer has used the term “artsci” to describe 

a multitude of “colliding worlds,” despite the fact that many of his examples are 

based on engineering, not science. Meanwhile, “artscience” and, more recently, 

“sciart” are pitched as a lab- based activity where different types of creativity come  

together.43

I don’t think there is an easy way to eliminate the static that can blur our view 

of these categorical boundaries. I also don’t think this is necessarily a bad thing. 

Often times, the historical actors in this book, unconsciously or not, made distinc-

tions between art, science, and technology for reasons that made sense to them at 

the time. Each offers a regime where aesthetics, discovery, knowledge making, and 

creativity are important and, likewise, each serves as a historical category in its own 

right. So, rather than try to impose some pedantic demarcation, I instead accept my 

actors’ terms and follow their own occasional confusion as to the differences.
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My personal interest in the art- and- technology nexus was first stirred by what 

I saw where I work— an office on the humanities side of campus. The engineers 

and scientists are on the other side, their bounty of ocean views suggesting how 

deeply C. P. Snow’s claims of a bifurcated academic culture are baked into university 

architectures. But I routinely walk past a building where students and faculty cre-

ate objects and installations that combine the visual arts and music with engineer-

ing. My school started its Media Arts and Technology Graduate Program more than 

two decades ago. Scores of universities around the globe have invested in similar 

programs, which are often explicitly presented to alumni and donors as valuable 

conduits across academic disciplines or as pathways to fostering innovation.44 So 

I started this project with a historian’s most basic question— Why did that happen?

My interest in the question of creative practices pulled me in further. I started 

my own career as a scientist before becoming a historian. I know how scientists do 

research and how historians write books. But I knew next to nothing about how art-

ists make art. The historical contingencies and circumstances that brought engineers 

and artists together in the 1960s galvanized my enthusiasm further. And, as I looked 

closer, I started to picture how the confluence of art and technology produced waves 

that surged at various times and then diminished. These bursts of activity created 

ripples, sometimes even speculative bubbles, which then shaped the form of sub-

sequent waves. At the same time, the participants in each new wave would often 

loop back to the past to find examples and justifications for their interdisciplinary 

activities and advocacy.

Looking at successive waves of enthusiasm for melding art with technology over 

the past half century reveals the shifting relationship between the worlds of cul-

ture, research, and business, as well as audiences’ expectations and reactions. At 

its essence, this book finds that the borders of two important cultural realms— art 

and technology— are anything but separate, fixed, or immutable. As Natalie Jeremi-

jenko’s Live Wire suggests, art can be technology and vice versa, complicating cat-

egorizations and boundaries. The question lies not in the ways in which art and 

technology are different, but in the times, places, and spaces where these dynamic 

enterprises intersected. This common ground was generative, yielding surprises, and 

sometimes proving unstable. Likewise, we see professional identities of artists and 

engineers as evolving and flexible. By engaging with one another, artists and tech-

nologists have repeatedly built new creative communities in which participants can 

exhibit imagination, inventiveness, and expertise. And, in the process, they electri-

fied both artworks and the work of making art.
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